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AT A GLANCE  

ONRC Technical Output 

Performance Measures requiring 

inspection of a portion of the 

network include -  

Safety 1: permanent hazards  

Safety 3: sight distances 

Safety 7: hazardous faults 

Safety 8: cycle path faults 

Safety 10: roadside obstructions 

Amenity 2: aesthetic faults 

 

Proportions of the network to be 

inspected are specified in the 

Performance Measures document. 

The frequency of inspections is not 

specified. 

The Road Maintenance Visual Guide 

has been developed to support 

consistency in inspections. 

 

Paper and pen is always an option for 
recording inspections. 
 
The results are entered into the 

ONRC Performance Measure 

Reporting Tool where results can be 

compared with others 
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Introduction 
This Practice Note is intended to 
assist with the implementation of the 
ONRC Performance Measures.  
 
Case studies will be developed as 
Road Controlling Authorities develop 
their procedures and good practice 
examples emerge.  This practice note 
provides an overview of how the suite 
of measures requiring inspections can 
be undertaken. 
 

 

 
It is important to remember these measures are about the performance 
of the organisation’s network – not a contractor’s performance.   
 
At this stage, it’s important to gather the data and look at the results; 
not get distracted by systems or technology. Paper and pen is always 
an option. 
 

Setting up an Inspection Sample  
Prior to undertaking inspections, a sample set that is a fair 
representation of the network is to be established.   
 
A choice should be made to  

a. focus on an area (e.g. award or another management zone) 
b. focus on an area where an inspection purpose is likely to be 

evident (e.g. a road through the forest for sight distances) 
c. undertake a random sample of road sections 
d. undertake a random sample, but include the entire length of 

roads selected 
 
Network managers may choose to 
undertake inspections individually for 
each performance measure, or 
concurrently.  This should be 
determined by the organisation’s 
division of work and having processes 
that support concurrent inspections. If 
you find this is taking too much time 
with few issues identified, perhaps 
you should reconsider your sample 
Otherwise maybe you have a stellar 
network!  

 

These technical measures help  

identify what issues contribute  

to the overall customer outcomes 
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Inspecting the Network 
Safety first!  Remember to your organisations Health and 
Safety requirements, as well as the Code of Practice for 
Temporary Traffic Management section on inspections. 
 
Key to the inspections is identifying faults that affect the road 
users’ experience.  It is important not to be overly pedantic, 
but to balance this with a critical eye that represents road 
users. 
 
The ONRC Visual Guide provides assistance to inspectors to 
ascertain if an issue constitutes a fault or non-compliance. 
  

In general, issues should be able to be ascertained at the road operating speed.  Identification if these faults is 
valuable from an ONRC reporting perspective over time, as well as programming work to address the issue. 
 
Safety 1: the number of permanent hazards not marked in accordance with national standards  
(MOTSAM and RTS-5).  Your organisation may or may not have adopted this standard, however it is the default 
guide. As part of the ONRC work programme these standards may be reviewed and aligned more with the ONRC. 
 
Safety 3: the number of locations where sight distances are obstructed by vegetation or unauthorised signs or other 
others items.  Note this is the number of locations, not the number of obstructions. 
 
Safety 7: the number of hazardous faults which require evasive action by road users. 
These should be obvious enough as they are faults that cause a driver to react (e.g. pothole on sealed road) 
 
Safety 8: the number of cycle path faults which require evasive action by the user.  Cyclists swerving around 
hazards creates a significant risk.  Identifying and addressing such issues should have a very positive safety impact. 
 
Safety 10: The number of locations where there are 
unauthorised items within the road reserve. 
This is about items in the safety zone that do not reduce 
driver risk. Storage of items such as hay bales or builder’s 
materials on the roadside, and unpermitted signs are obvious 
examples. 
 
Amenity 2: the number of aesthetic faults that detract from 
the customer experience. 
The visual guide discusses graffiti, vegetation control, rest 
area facilities as examples.  These are not safety issues but 
issues that are ‘not really up to scratch’. 
 

 

Summarising the Results 
Each of these measures are reported on a fault/non-
compliance per 10km or rural road or 1km of urban road. 
These results are to be entered into the performance 
reporting tool as an Input Measure. 
 
Results can then be compared with others using the ONRC 
assess-evaluate-challenge approach. 

 The ONRC Visual Guide provides assistance 

to inspectors to ascertain if an issue 

constitutes a fault or non-compliance. 
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